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10th Regular Meeting 

 

  

Call to Order  Pres Tess Yñiguez  

Turnover of proceedings                                                  
to Programme Host  

Invocation &   Dir Elsie Libron                       
National Anthem                                                      

 

Introduction of  VP Gigi Espiritu                                                                 
visiting  Rotarians                                                                   
and Guests  

 

MOODSETTER:  Radiant   Cut Hosts  

 

Rotary Information Dir Ces Diaz                                       
Re-echo on Membership Development Seminar  

Open Forum  

 

Secretary’s Time PP Baby Vilela  

 

President’s Time   Pres Tess Yñiguez                             
and  Adjournment  

 

 

Programme Host:  PP Zony Reyes   

 

 

O Father, give us the humility which realizes 
its ignorance,                                                               
admits its mistakes, recognizes its need,                        
welcomes advice, accepts rebuke.  

Help us always to praise rather than to                        
criticize,                                                                         
to sympathize rather than to discourage,                     
to build rather than to destroy, and                               
to think of people at their best rather than                     
at their worst.  

This we ask for thy name's sake. 

 

Amen 

  

(shared by PP Malou Jacinto) 
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One great Rotary bonding is when members go beyond  the 

confines of club meetings and  attend District functions  like 

seminars or conventions or simply a community service                   

activity.  

Out of Davao City seminar destinations for instance give us 

the opportunity to have our usual  fun chika along the way ..                                                      

Not to mention the fact that we almost always have  the most 

luxurious ride ever                                                                              

(thanks to PP Lorna, PP Malou & Dir Letty) .  

To those members who are always up for a long ride ,                  

you know what I am talking about .                                                                 

Our talks would ranged  from  teleserye to Kathniel to Jadine 

to Anderson Cooper  to Rotary —  not necessarily in that           

order… mundane conversations but it helped one to get to 

know the other because our talks are mostly unfiltered.  

I hope other members would take time to join other Rotary           

activities because the only way to really know someone is to 

spend time with her and in as much as the little pockets of 

time we give to Rotary each meeting, there is still nothing like 

long bonding hours together,  travelling to another Rotary 

event,  

   Hope y’all can  be there when the next opportunity  comes. 

 

sharing this:  

 

IS  OUR  CLUB  HEALTHY? 

 Let's all guard against the following unhealthy                       

symptoms:                                      

° malnutrition  due to lack of  commitment               

° general debility  due to lack of  interest in                       

participating in service projects,                                                         

° aging  through loss of membership growth and      

vision;                                                                     

° disease from carelessness in classification,  

° apathy towards attendance, and                                      

   

° Self above service. 

 

  (source:  Winnipeg Rotary Whizz.) 
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TERESITA P. YñIGUEZ                                        
Club President  

teresitayniguez@yahoo.com  

Our  9th Regular Meeting last week was like no other.  
It was not only educational and informative, but it was 
invigorating, exhilarating and entertaining ….                             
to borrow the words from PP Lorna .  

Thanks to the members of the September Host group 
Radiant headed by its Team Leader PP Marivic  for a 
well-thought out programme complete with Rotaquiz 
and Rotary Information on Basic Education and Literacy 
which is the Rotary theme for September.  

Last September 7, VP/PE Gigi, PP/Club Sec Baby,                    
Membership Director Ces, PP Lorna and I attended the 
Membership Seminar for Mindanao clubs held at            
Roadway Inn, in JP Laurel Ave. Davao City.                             
The topics discussed were the following:  

° Membership updates 

° Rotary District 3860 Website 201  

° Is you club membership fit & healthy 

° Attracting new members 

° Best practices to Rotarize members 

° Crafting the Strategic Plan on club membership 

° Getting the Host in Online Membership Training  

° To post or not to Post 

The seminar was well attended,  the topics were                        
interesting and the speakers were great.  

This Saturday, September 14, Rotary clubs from Area 
2A, 2B and 2C  will have a joint district activity dubbed 
One Rotary, One District Mangrove Planting,  Coastal 
Clean-up at 7:00 AM at Aboitiz Cleanergy Park, Punta 
Dumalag, Matina Aplaya.  

I am asking you ladies to join in this noble undertaking 
as the importance of the Mangrove Ecosystem cannot 
be overemphasized enough,  especially at this time 
where the effects of global warming are evidenced 
around the world.  

Let us do our part even in our own small way.  
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Trustee chair's message 

Gary C.K. Huang                                     
Trustee Chair 2019-20 

September 2019 

Ni hao, Rotarians! 

I hope you are making plans for the upcoming Rotary              
International Convention. Rotarians who live near the Pa-
cific Ocean are especially excited!                                                              
Next year‘s event is in beautiful Hawaii, and I know                     
everyone is eager to make the journey to that island                   
paradise.  

So ―give me five‖ by signing up right now for the Honolulu 
convention if you haven‘t already — and make a plan for 
how you are going to help The Rotary Foundation reach 
new heights in 2019.                                                                          
We are transforming lives everywhere, and it‘s all because 
of you.  

We remind you often about the importance of giving to 
the Annual Fund. These donations are making the world a 
better place, not just by helping to end polio now and  
forever. Your donations make every type of Rotary grant 
around the world possible.  

But many of you don‘t know something just as important: 
Contributing to the Rotary Endowment ensures our future. 
I hope you will consider creating your own legacy by                
making a gift to the endowment.                                                        
The idea behind it is simple and very powerful. Rotary‘s 
Endowment supports Foundation programs today and into 
the future.   

We have a goal of $2.025 billion by 2025.                                            
We will reach that goal with your support. And once we 
do, amazing things will be possible. Just by drawing from 
the annual investment earnings, the Foundation will have 
about $100 million every year — year after year — for all 
kinds of life-changing and lifesaving projects.                                   
This will be an amazing accomplishment and will truly       
secure our Foundation long into the future.  

This month, I want to give out two very special high-fives. 
The first goes to the Rotary Club of Taipei Roundtable. 
Members collected and donated $10,000 to End Polio 
Now during the installation ceremony for Club President 
Jeff Lin. Then, during a changeover ceremony a few days 
later, District 3750 in Korea inducted six new Arch Klumph 
Society members, bringing their total to eight.                            
Congratulations for the outstanding job by new District 
Governor Yun Young-Jung!  

The generosity of Rotarians continues to give my life great 
joy and purpose, and I hope it does for you as well.  

SUPPORTING EDUCATION 

Nelson Mandela said, ‗Education is the most                   
powerful weapon which you can use to change the 
world.‘                                                                                         
It‘s in this context that The Rotary Foundation‘s 
focus on basic education and literacy needs to be 
seen. Our two daughters have been fortunate to 
receive a good education, and we wish to                        
contribute in our own small way towards                             
educating those less fortunate. We‘re hopeful that 
as educated girls, the mothers of tomorrow, they 
will ensure education for their own children and 
create an environment that fosters peace and love. 

We firmly believe that little by little, through the 
‗weapon‘ of education, those empowered by                 
Rotary will help the human race find a way to             
coexist peacefully and preserve our beautiful                  
planet for future generations.‖ 

— Saif and Rauzat Qureishi, donors from India 
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PP Maribel T. Vilela                             
Club Secretary  

vilela_baby@yahoo.com 

 Best wishes 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY  

19 September  Treas Maribel Chua           

 

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY  

9 September          Dir Linda & spouse  Boni  
              Fernandez   

MEMBERSHIP MILESTONE   

PP Che Gomez             28 September 2006  

 

 we connect :  

Sept 7, 2019 

Membership Seminar - Roadway Inn, Bajada 8-4PM 
Required to attend:                                                                        
Club Pres, Sec, PE, Membership Director                                    
Registration php 800/pax                                                                 
Participants encouraged to bring own Laptop or IPOD, 
etc. 

Sept 14, 2019 

One District one Mangrove Planting and Coastal             
Clean Up @ Aboitiz Energy Park                                              
Punta Dumalag, Matina Aplaya - 7:30AM                                   
Attire: End Polio Shirt 

  

 

 

Date of Meeting 

 

  

Membershp Base 40 

Rule 85  -  7 

No of members for 
attendance computation -   

  

 

Present / Make up  

  

 

Average 
Attendance  

 

  

29 August  

  

33 

 

13 + 11 + 1  

 

76% 

 

05 September  

 

33 

 

15 + 9  

 

73%  

  

12 September  

  

33 

  

 

19 September  

  

33 
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9th Regular Meeting  

Radiant Host group radiantly gave their all to make the meeting 
lively and Rotarily fruitful.  

Invigoratingly emceed by PP Lorna and PP Zony picked our 
brains on Rotary’s Basic Education & Literacy Program Quiz  
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Raffle prizes  
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Radiant Host Group dances  a 
some kinda Budots dance ?  

PP Malou  … and 
Pres Tess ..    

wala lang !!  

soon to be  !!  

In celebration of Basic Education Month, we recognize 
Dir Elsie Libron. She was a teacher & principal for more 
than 30 years in various public elementary schools.                            
Thank you Dir Elsie !!!  
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Rotary and Literacy  

Illiteracy lies at the root of poverty, ranking as one of 
the prime impediments to earning a living  wage.       
An estimated one billion people -- three fifths of them 
women -- do not have the literacy  and                    
numeracy skills needed to hold a job or get a better 
one. Helping people learn these skills  and become 
self-sufficient is one of the most critical tools for 
fighting poverty. 

Because girls do not have access to education in 
many parts of the world, providing women with        
literacy skills can have far-reaching positive effects.  

A mother who can read will teach her  children to 
read, helping to break the cycle of poverty for her 
family.  

Although 98 percent of the world‘s illiterate live in 
developing countries, more than one-third of the 
adults in industrialized countries cannot read well 
enough to decipher prescriptions or fill out                           
employment forms‘ 

Rotary’s Response  

In 1985, Rotary International declared basic literacy to 
be a fundamental pre-condition to the                                
development of peace. Rotarians are urged to                  
address a range of literacy issues including primary 
education, vocational education, teacher training and 
adult education.  

Many Rotary club members promote what is termed 
―lighthouse‖ literacy projects – which utilize the         
Concentrated Language Encounter method (CLE) – 
those that can be replicated easily, thereby                           
increasing the scope of their impact.  

Early Childhood Literacy and Primary Education 

Early literacy training is 
critical to the  success 
of a child‘s later                   
education.                                                            
Rotarians work with 
children, parents, and 
educators to                            
encourage and build 
reading skills at an   

early age. In 2004,  Rotary clubs in Brazil established 
Educafé, a primary school for the children of coffee 
farmers in a remote part of Bahia State.                              
Previously, 80 percent of local children had not                  
attended school or received regular meals.                                                                            
The school provides education, meals, uniforms, 
transportation, books, supplies, and preventive health 
care for nearly 80 children. 

Adult Literacy Programs 

Many adults in both the developed and developing 
world lack the skills they need to hold a job or                      
perform basic tasks required by everyday life.                           
The hardships caused by illiteracy, from the difficulty in 
finding employment to the constant pressure to cover 
it up, often lead to a host of other problems. 

In Turkey, nearly 10,000 adults – 95 percent of whom 
are Kurdish Turkish women 
– have participated in                    
Rotary‘s CLE programs, 
where they acquire basic 
literacy skills and vocation-
al training.                                     
Similarly, Rotary members 
in Egypt have managed a 
CLE program that has pro-
vided nearly 5,000 students 
with basic literacy skills, reproductive health education, 
and sewing instruction. 

Literacy and Women 

Because girls do not have access to education in many 
parts of the world, the illiteracy rate among women 
exceeds that of men.                                                                   
Studies of illiteracy rates in low-income countries have 
shown a 20 percent difference between the genders. 

In 2008 the New Zabuli Education Center, a free year-
round school located 30 miles outside of Kabul,                   
Afghanistan, opened for girls who were not educated 
under the Taliban.                                                                     
Funded and organized by a United States Rotary club, 
the center has enrolled 200 children, ages 4-15, and 
classes for adult women are planned.                                  
In Jalalabad, the Rotary Club of La Jolla Golden Trian-
gle, San Diego,  Calif. USA, has supported numerous 
educational  initiatives for girls and young women, from             
elementary school through the university level for over 
a decade.                                                              
(www.rotary.org)  
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BASIC EDUCATION AND LITERACY                                 
PROJECT  STRATEGIES 

When you teach somebody how to read, they have 
that for a lifetime. It ripples through the community, 
one by one. 

Mark Wilson                                                                           
Rotary Club member 

ASSESSING THE COMMUNITY 

Determining your community‘s needs and resources is                          
an important starting point for any community project.                 
Work with local stakeholders to complete a thorough                         
community assessment.                                                                              
By including the community  and local subject matter 
experts from the start, you will not only identify the 
most appropriate project but also ensure support and 
sustainability for your  endeavors. 

Key stakeholders in a basic education and literacy                 
project should include school administrators, teachers, 
school staff, parents of students, students, and local 
community members.                                                                 
Members of the ministry or department of education 
(local and national) are also key stakeholders. 

When conducting an assessment, ask open-ended 
questions to invite answers beyond yes and no.                                                  

Focus on identifying opportunities for skill building with 
the community, not just on materials that may be           
needed.                                                                                           
For example, you might ask teachers                                               
―What skills you would like to develop?‖                                   
or                                                                                               
―What are your goals for your students?                                     
How can we help you achieve them?‖                                                                                                   

You might ask parents  ...                                                                
―What kind of job would you like your children to have 
as an adult? What skills or education will they need to 
achieve that goal?‖ 

Avoid going into a community or school 

with an idea of what’s needed.                                

It’s easy to look around and decide what 

you think a  community needs, especially 

if you live in it or near it.                                               

Instead, listen to a variety of  community                    

stakeholders and hear their needs and 

concerns directly. 

REMEMBER:                                                               

If your club wants to do a global grant, 

you will need to scale up your project 

beyond providing materials.                       

Global grants do not support projects 

that consist exclusively of equipment 

purchases. 

 Consider working with the community to 

identify other activities that will help to 

meet their educational goals in addition 

to  providing resources 

Don‘t forget about the students!                                                    
Ask them questions like,                                                                
―What do you like about your school?‖   or                                    
―Tell me about your dreams for your school.‖                                                                 

Students like being involved and meeting visitors.                     
Most important, they‘re the ones who will benefit the 
most from a good project.                                                                               
Understanding what they like and don‘t like is essential 
to the success of your project. 

Finally, remember to take stock of the community‘s                     
assets, not just their needs.                                                              
Communities are often able to meet their own needs                 
without the help of outsiders.                                                               
Sometimes all it takes is facilitating a discussion or                  
bringing together different stakeholders to set things 
in motion.  

Ask community members if they know people               
with specific skill sets or other organizations that are  
working with the community to address the challenges 
they‘ve identified. Knowing this can help you avoid                     
duplicating efforts and allow you to focus on the issues 
they wouldn‘t be able to address without your help.                         

If this is your first literacy project, consider simple,                     
short-term goals.                                                                           
Once you‘ve achieved these goals,                                              
build on your success by expanding the scope of your 
efforts to ensure long-term sustainability. 
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IPP Marilou Baarde                                    
malou64@gmail.com  

My Perspective 

The opportunity to serve communities will never be 
endless as there are countless of people needing basic 
services.  

Our local government in Davao City has been keen in 
partnering with various organizations like Rotary in 
implementing programs intended to alleviate poverty 
in the City not to mention projects that cater to                     
education, disease prevention and treatment, skills 
training, economic development, peace and conflict 
prevention, water and sanitation, maternal and child 
care and youth engagement among others.  

Indeed, we never run out of possibilities to render                 
service that accounts 100% of our work as Rotarians. 
We make good of our mission to be change makers 
that create a difference in many people‘s lives.                             
It is a real joy to impart knowledge and skills that allow 
people to improve their capabilities in order to                    
increase their chances of having a better life.                               
As we always say, ―we change lives, one step at a 
time‖.  

Making our projects successful is the most challenging 
aspect of our mission.                                                                   
We can only hope to improve on the process of                   
project formulation and implementation in order to 
strengthen our undertakings.                                                            
This can be derived from good leadership, effective 
and efficient communication lines for which valuable 
information is shared constantly, equitable distribution 
of resources across the global networks of Rotary and 
most importantly, accountability.                                                       
To safeguard losses and failures, we need to                             
constantly review our policies and regulations.                        
And since we are a service organization, we should not 
politicize our process. Respect to other people‘s ideas 
and opinions should be exercised at all times.                            
We may have the hierarchy just like in any                                  
organization but we should always remember that the 
work we do is voluntary and everyone is considered 
valuable in every aspect.  

The membership base should be strengthened by all 
means. In order for us to do our work efficiently so 
service can be provided, we have to grow as an              
organization and not regress.  

The challenges we face is always directed in         
maintaining and sustaining members.                                    
We may be inclined to do service within the six areas 
of focus but sometimes we forget the very basic need 
of growing our membership.                                         
We probably should start within ourselves and to offer 
service of empathy, understanding and sharing of 
knowledge and experiences to new and tenured 
members of our club.                                                                
We should be more inclusive rather than exclusive. 
The opportunity for service should start within our 
own circle. We should look beyond the concept of 
―service above self‖ because we cannot give what we 
do not have.  

The amount of time we dedicate to serving humanity 
should also include our very own members.                           
Service is such a profound vocabulary that we should 
understand to be applied also within our organization 
to help members improve in its delivery.                                   
Service should be given with the purest of intention 
and the absence of greed makes it more rewarding. 
We should do away with ego and self-centeredness 
and not to do service for ourselves, for our own                 
happiness, peace and wellness.  

Please don‘t get me wrong, I am not an idealist but 
rather a hopeful member of Rotary.                                                   
My own experience and objectivity brings about the 
thoughts written in this article.                                                       
I may be perceptive but I care so much for Rotary and 
what its advocates.                                                                    
Just like any member, I am a believer!                                    
Gandhiji always held the service in high regard and in 
his own words, ―I am endeavoring to see God through 
service of humanity; for I know that God is neither in 
heaven, nor down below, but in everyone.‖ ~ 
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August  Membership & Extension Month  

September Basic Education & Literacy Month  

October  Economic & Community Development  

November The Rotary Foundation  Month  

December Disease Prevention & Treatment  

January  Vocational Service  Month 

February Peace & Conflict Prevention/ 

   Resolution 

March  Water & Sanitation Month      

April   Maternal & Child Care Month  

May   Youth Service Month  

June  Rotary Fellowships Month 

Monthly Special Observances in  Rotary  

THE ROTARY FOUNDATION                                                                 
RCWWD CLUB RECOGNITION SUMMARY   (CRS)                                                                

AS OF JULY    2019                                                                             
TOTAL ALL TIME GIVING:  USD 114,337.-   

ACTIVE MEMBERS 

Multiple Paul Harris Fellows        FRP *                                         

Lorna Llamas             USD 7,631.50 500                                     

Remie Calaguas  USD 6,035.50     100                               

Divina Fe Boiser  USD 6,000.04      300                                                                                                  

Estela Maribel Vilela USD 5,503.63[ 2000                                                                                

Ma. Luisa Jacinto  USD 4,037.77 560                                

Vangi Schwendener  USD 3,635.50                                                  

Leonida Santos  USD 3,532.27 400                                                                                                                                                                      

Armi Geralyn Espiritu USD 3,335.50                                                                                  

Marivic Jimenez  USD 3,210 100                                 

Mae Dolendo  USD 3,088   300                                                                 

Ma. Luisa Aportadera USD 3,080  400                                                                

Ma. Corazon Reyes  USD 3,075 100                                                     

Teresita Yñiguez  USD 3,034.54  300                                                                                                                                                                                             

Gina Marie Espejo  USD 3,030 300                                   

Luna Gaviola  USD 3,030   500                                                                                                                                                     

Elisa Lapiña                             USD 2,755 1200                                                                                          

Vegloure Maguinsay  USD 2,630   100                             

Marilou Baarde  USD 2,330 900                                                                   

Belinda Fernandez   USD 2,160.50   400                                                                           

Corazon Cuison  USD 2.155   300                                                  

Lisa Ponce Enrile              USD 2,140.50 100                              

Maribel Chua  USD 2,035.54  500                                                            

Jannette Valderosa  USD 2,030 300                                 

Elsa Villagomeza  USD 2,030 300                                    

Myriam Tan   USD 1,686.44 1100                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                        

Paul Harris Fellows                                                                                     

Letty Tai         USD 1,683,58   600                                                                                                                                                                          

Teresita Fitzback                     USD 1,630           400                             

Evelyn Ong  USD 1,435.50 500                                 

Cecille Diaz                   USD 1,359.08 300                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Josephine Liamzon  USD 1,300   300                                         

Vanessa Madayag  USD 1,260.50   200                                          

Fely Mahani  USD 1,255.04   300                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Sylvia Austria  USD 1,230   500                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Elsie Libron        USD 1,166.50 100                                  

Cheryl Gomez  USD 1,107.04 100                                                                                                   

Sustaining Members:                                                                                       

Emmannoelle Zhang USD   555                                                                                                                                 

Marydict T. Rosales      USD   130                                                                                      

Bai Johanna Zainal  USD    135.50                                            

Honorary members                                                                                           

PP Nonoy Aquino  Major Donor +  250                                    

Efren Abratique  USD 2600 1200                                                                              

Atty Antonio Llamas  USD 2000           100                                    

Dr. Francisco  Vilela   USD 1000 100                              

Mario Luis Jacinto  USD   602.27  

Rcwwd Family of Rotary           FRP  

 
Miggy Yap Aquino                     USD 1200       

Bernadeth Abratique               USD 1100          100 

Jorge Calaguas   USD 1000                                                

Bonifacio Fernandez  USD   500                                                               

Guilbert Amaguin   USD   300                                

Raul Yñiguez   USD   300                                        

Evelio Boiser   USD   200                             

Espiridion Reyes   USD   200                    

Edgardo Espiritu    USD   100                      

 

*FRP - Foundation Recognition Points available for  

     transfer  

 

 

 

Rotary Club of Waling-Waling Davao 

  Club No. 28480 / District 3860 

 

This is to certify that Rtn  

 

___________________________________ 

            attended the meeting on   

             ________________________________ 

                        Thursday, 12:30PM at the  

                            Grand Men Seng Hotel  

 

 _______________________________ 
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BLOOM SCOOP             (COVER LAY-OUT:  PP NEN SANTOS)  

Editor :  PP Vangi Schwendener                                                                                                                                                                                     
Weekly Column;  Pres Tess Yñiguez  and PP Baby Vilela / this  week: IPP Marilou Baarde   

Members are requested to send articles, stories, digital photographs by email no later than 12NN of TUESDAY each 
week.Articles should cite the source of information (print and electronic), and credit the author.                                    
Please observe copyright laws. Digital photographs must include captions and not exceed 300x300 pixels.                                                                                                                                                                  
This newsletter is published weekly by the Rotary Club of Waling-Waling Davao (RCWWD) and may be distributed in 
its  entirety to any and all Rotary Clubs.                                                                                                                

Excerpts should acknowledge the original source. 

WHEN & WHERE TO MAKE-UP 

DAY TIME 
CLUB / VENUE 

 

Monday 18.30 

RC Central Davao, Grand Men Seng 

Hotel 

  

Tuesday 
12.15 

  

RC East Davao, The Marco Polo Hotel 

  

Wednes-

day 

12.15 

12.15 

18.30 

18.30 

19.00 

19.00 

  

RC Downtown Davao, Grand Men 

Seng Hotel 

RC South Davao, The Marco Polo 

Hotel 

RC Matina Davao, Apo Golf Club 

RC Davao 2000, Roadway Inn 

RC Sta. Ana Davao, Grand Men 

Seng Hotel 

RC Pag-Asa Davao, Lispher Inn 

(every 1st & 3rd Wednesday of the 

month) 

RC Calinan JM Bargamento Hitoan 

RC Digos A & B Hotel 

  

Thursday 

12.15 

12.30 

18.30 

RC Davao, RC Davao Club House 

RC Waling-Waling Davao, Grand 

Men Seng 

RC West Davao The Marco Polo 

Hotel 

Friday 
  

18.30 

  

RC North Davao, RCND Clubhouse 

Saturday 
19.00 

19.30 

RC Digos South Pearl Convention 

Center 

RC Toril Davao, RCTD Club House  

Sunday 12.00 RC Bansalan, Gem’s Place 

WHEN & WHERE TO DO MAKE-UP  
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Monthly Diamond Cut  

MARQUISE  (July, October, January, Apri)  

 

Baby Vilela  Elsa Villagomeza                   

Maem Zhang   Mae Dolendo                          

Luna Gaviola  *TL  Melot Baarde                            

Fe Boiser  Myriam Tan                                         

Joy Batao   Lisa Ponce Enrile                                

Letty Tai   Elisa Lapiña                                          

Jo  Liamzon   Corie Cuison  

 

VICTORIAN   (August, Nov. February May)  

   

Malou Jacinto  Tess Yñiguez                                        

Sylvia Austria  Remie Calaguas                               

Veg Maguinsay  Vanessa Madayag                     

Vangi Schwendener Bai Zainal                                  

Happy Rosales  Che Gomez   *TL                               
Maribel Chua  Ces Diaz                                       

Gina Espejo  

 

RADIANT  (Sept. October, March, June)      

 

Luchie Aportadera Marivic Jimenez  *TL                        
Nen Santos  Feli Mahani                            

Lorna Llamas  Teri Fitzback                             

Evelyn Ong  Jannette Valderosa               

Belinda Fernandez Cesca del Castillo                  

Zony Reyes  Elsie Libron                             

Gigi Espiritu  

*TL : Team Leader    

     please be guided accordingly  
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